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To whom it may concern:
It has recently come to our attention that you propose to allow the sale of radioactive soil for use

by consumers. As a taxpayer and voter I ask you to NOT DO THIS THING. Please DO NOT
RELEASE RADIOACTIVE SOIL for sale!
The nuclear fission industry is overbloated and incapable of supporting itself economically. I am
tired of my taxes being used to subsidize such a DANGEROUS and INNEFFECTIVE
technology. I mean, using nuclear power to heat water and turn turbines ....c'mon, that's just a
glorified steam engine! One that produces dangerous waste products that will pose health
problems for generations of humans to come. A certain Eastern University Scientist has
estimated that low level radiation from nuclear testing and "low level" releases of radiation by
power plants have caused more than NINE MILLION DEATHS. (Quoted by Halton Arp in his
book, Seeing Red.) Don't you guys think that NINE MILLION dead people are enough already?
I know that many people feel that, as long as the waste is disposed of far from their homes, it
doesn't much matter. Unlike many, I do not believe that shipping the waste off to kill non-whites
down on the Tex-Mex border is an acceptable way of disposing of Nuclear Waste; but it seems to
be for the Corporations making LOTS of money off of our Billion Dollar Subsidies to their
industry. Why did the funding for Clean, Safe NUCLEAR FUSION research suddenly dissappear
the moment we began to achieve a sustainable reaction? We should develop FUSION POWER,
while Nuclear Fission power should be DISCONTINUED.
C'mon, Europe is showing us the way: Nuclear Fission Power is a BAD THING, and we must
DISCONTINUE its use. What is more important, America's future, or the Swiss Bank accounts
of a few Nuclear Industry chiefs? Oops, maybe that's a silly question to ask the U.S. Government.
Prinz Vogelfrei PS If anyone reading this has children, I would ask you if you would live with
them in a house built of radioactive bricks, let them play in a sandbox of radioactive soil,
breathing the dust of a playground built on radioactive landfill and attending a school built of
radioactive concrete?
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